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About the cover

The figure on the cover is a three-dimensional view
representing the 1* Celsius dry-bulb temperature surface in a
model simulation of an explosively deepening cyclone in the
mid-United States. Each tick mark in the horizontal
represents 45 kilometers (km), and the maximum height of
the surface is about 600 millibars. The domain of the figure
is 1600 km by 1800 km. The vertical line represents the
southwest corner of the domain.

The view is looking to the southeast over the eastern United
States at the warm sector air in the cyclone nine hours after
the occlusion formed (21 UTC 15 December 1987). The
protuberance approaching the reader is the warm tongue
associated with the occluded front. The overhanging of the
isothermal surface on the right of the figure indicates the
inversion along the cold front, and the overhanging surface
on the left of the figure represents the cold air damming in
the lower troposphere along the warm front. Currently,
output from the Penn State/NCAR Mesoscale Model
Version 4 (MM4) is being used at the University of
Washington to study the evolution of midlatitude cyclones,
particularly during the occlusion process.

The Penn State/MM4 runs on the CRAY X-MP/48 computer
at NCAR. The graphic was produced from the software
package SIGMA (Software for Interactive Graphics and
Model Analysis). The SIGMA system that utilizes NCAR
Graphics was written by the Mesoscale and Microscale
Modeling Group at NCAR and runs locally at the University
of Washington on a Digital Equipment VAXstation 3100.
This graphic and its description were submitted by David
Schultz in the University of Washington, Department of
Atmospheric Sciences.

The SCD Computing News welcomes cover graphic submissions.
Please send your graphic, along with a description that includes
SCD facilities and software used, to Christine Guzy at the Mesa
Lab, or send e-mail to guzy@ncar.ucar.edu, or call Christine at
(303) 497-1826.
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by Bill Buzbee

The Y-MP currently has eight disks with a total
capacity of 40 gigabytes (GB). We added a
second disk controller on August 28, making
concurrent use of all disks possible. Preliminary
results show that the addition of the second
controller has improved system response time. In
mid-October we will move 16 disks from the
X-MP to the Y-MP, giving a total of 24 disks and
sufficient channels to achieve concurrent operation
of all of them. At that time, the total Y-MP disk
capacity will be 60 GB. Perhaps most important,
we will also move the CRAY Solid-state Storage
Device (SSD) from the X-MP to the Y-MP. The
Y-MP will then be a much more responsive and
productive machine.

We recognize that the transition to UNICOS is
nontrivial. However, as discussed in "Differences
between UNICOS and COS," UNICOS offers a
lot of new capability. As noted in "Use the cft77
compiler on shavano," CFT77 generates highly
optimized code but takes a lot longer to compile
than CFT. Since CFT77 is becoming the Cray
mainline compiler, we urge you to convert to it.
But because of the associated time to compile, we
also encourage you to use the appropriate
UNICOS tools so that you only compile those
routines that have changed since your last
compilation. Contact the SCD Consulting Office
for more information in this area.
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The challenge of change: Site Liaison Workshop 1990

by Lynda Lester

Outside it was hot. Asphalt was melting, the city of
Boulder had been cooking at 1000 for days, and a
furnace wind was searing the NCAR parking lot.

Inside it was cool. Iced tea and lemon bars were
arrayed on a table in the lobby. People from
Honolulu, Salt Lake City, and Tallahassee stood
elbow to elbow discussing code optimization-some
of them carrying canvas tote bags printed with the
words "Site Liaison Workshop."

NCAR's Scientific Computing Division (SCD) held
its 1990 conference for site liaisons at the Mesa
Laboratory from June 24 to 29. Representatives from
6 NCAR divisions and 20 universities, all experienced
users of SCD computers, spent the week in advanced
lectures and hands-on lab sessions. When they
returned to their home departments, they would help
other users adjust to recent changes in the NCAR
computing environment.

That environment was significantly altered when the
CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano)
running UNICOS came online
June 21. The shavano upgrade
is part of SCD's continuing
strategy to meet the growing
needs of the research com-
munity and keep pace with
advances in computer tech-
nology. The Y-MP will more
than double NCAR computing
capacity, and its operating
system conforms to the
emerging industry standard.

But with change comes chal-
lenge. While documentation,
consulting, training, and
remote seminars are offered
by SCD to help users master
the newest tools of super-
computing, it was to speed the
learning process that SCD
held the site liaisons captive
for five days.

A large number of UNIX
tools are available to assist
you.

SCD: The big picture

Ginger Caldwell, manager of SCD User Services,
opened the conference. Attendees from a workshop
two years ago remembered a grueling schedule;
Ginger promised a kinder, gentler agenda.

In a divisional overview, Ginger explained how new
changes will affect facilities and services. After
describing the probable configuration of network
servers, mainframes, and communications systems at
NCAR in the coming decade, she closed by outlining
SCD's future need: the supercomputing speed and
power of 15 Y-MPs.

Site liaisons discuss code optimization over iced tea. (Photo by Ginger Hein.)
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Consultants from SCD and Cray Research, Inc.,
followed Ginger's presentation with talks on the
UNICOS environment, NCAR Graphics, and the Text
and Graphics System (TAGS).

Everybody's doing it

"Seventy-five percent of NCAR's funding comes from
the National Science Foundation," said Dick Valent,
head of SCD's Software Libraries Group. "Two years
back, the foundation mandated that NSF
supercomputing centers change to UNIX. The reason?
UNIX is portable. Vendors support it on most
computers today, from PCs to workstations and
supercomputers. As a result, users who in the past had
to know at least two systems to log onto NCAR
facilities will now have to know only one."

A standard operating system will make it simpler for
researchers to pursue their science; it will also enable
SCD personnel to give users more help with locally
developed software, code optimization, and bug
chasing, according to SCD director Bill Buzbee.
Further, UNIX will be the system of choice on future
supercomputers.

An interactive system with a batch processing facility,
UNIX is powerful, flexible, and efficient. UNICOS is
an enhanced form of UNIX that takes advantage of

Software librarian Dick Valent delineates the fine points of C
conversion. (Photo by Ginger Hein.)

You can write scripts for
virtually any computing task.

Cray architecture. Under UNICOS, SCD users will be
able to debug programs faster and more accurately,
and interactively analyze large datasets.

The UNICOS factor

From COS to UNICOS

As users convert their codes to run on the Y-MP, they
will discover differences between COS and UNICOS
in operating philosophy, connectivity, libraries,
utilities, and charging. Users proficient in UNIX will
note that the optimizing compilers, enhanced I/O, and
multitasking capabilities in UNICOS have been
tailored for supercomputing. (More information about
this appears in the articles "Differences between
UNICOS and COS" and "Differences between
UNICOS and UNIX" in this issue.)

Better programming through UNICOS tools

Known for the elegance with which commands can be
combined to perform sophisticated functions, UNIX

offers innovative program-
ming techniques. "UNIX was
written by programmers for
programmers," said SCD
consultant Peter Morreale.
"Consequently, a large num-
ber of tools are available to
assist you."

Under COS, it was typically
necessary to maintain large
codes. With UNICOS tools
such as make and SCCS
(Source Code Control
System), codes are managed
in smaller units rather than in
huge files. Program
maintenance is therefore
quicker and easier. Peter
observed that UNICOS has

OS-UNICOS an effective batch editor, sed,
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Workshop participants experiment with cdbx during a lab session. (Photo
by Bob Bumpas.)

and that Cray's interactive debugger, cdbx, can
significantly reduce the cycle time for program
development.

"In many cases, putting UNICOS tools to work in
your own programs will be easy," Peter said. "The
tools aren't that hard to learn, but they are new, and
you do have to put forth an effort to see what they
can do for you."

The lazy person's guide to scripts

A script is a chain of commands telling the computer
what to do. "You can write scripts for virtually any
computing task," said SCD software specialist
Adrianne Middleton-Link. "Scripts can compile, link,
load, and execute files; set up your computing
environment; help you run jobs remotely; or access
the NQS batch facility on shavano. A script can run
your program while you go to the cafeteria for
coffee."

Scripts are similar to COS Job Control Language
(JCL) but much more powerful, and the commands
are based on UNICOS rather than COS. Users will
need to convert their JCL statements to the
appropriate UNICOS commands.

Examples of start-up scripts and scripts for submitting
batch jobs at NCAR are available in the "/usr/skel"
directory on shavano. (More information about this

appears in the articles "Sample
start-up scripts available on
shavano" and "Sample NQS
scripts available on shavano" in
this issue.)

The new look in libraries

The UNICOS renovation also
affects software libraries. "We're
trying to bring in new vectorized
and optimized software," said Dick
Valent. "LAPACK, MUDPACK,
and CRAYFISHPAK are three
high-quality vectorized libraries
that are replacing older packages.
They run faster on the Y-MP,
giving you more return for the
GAU."

The IMSL and $NCARLB libraries have been
reorganized per the UNIX philosophy of dividing
monolithic libraries into smaller, more manageable
parts. The ITPACK and PORT libraries, products of
old technology, will no longer be supported.

All libraries at NCAR are now compiled under CFT77
rather than CFT, and maintained using the UNICOS
tools bid and make.

Graphics software specialist Adrianne Middleton-link
helps Peter Miller, left, and David Gill customize a
script. (Photo by Bob Bumpas.)
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A UNIX-like MSS interface

Mass Storage System (MSS) commands that ran
under COS on the X-MP have been replaced with a
set of commands that run under UNICOS on the
Y-MP. New file-access tools include Tread and lwrite,
which transfer files between shavano and the MSS on
the Local Data Network (LDN), or fastpath. File-
management tools include msls and mstouch, which
list and update files; msrm, which removes files from
the MSS; and mschg, which changes file attributes.

"One of the biggest changes to the MSS interface is
that you now have to pay attention to the format of
your data," said SCD consultant Ken Hansen. "Under
COS, character and binary datasets were both in the
COS-blocked format. Under UNICOS, this is no
longer true: there are several file formats-COS-
blocked, character, binary, and standard binary. now

Phil Garnatz from Cray Research, Inc., describes the
multitasking features in UNICOS. (Photo by Ginger
Hein.)

Debugging is an excellent use
of interactive access.

the data were generated and how you are going to use
them will determine the file format you use when you
access the data from the MSS. Different command
options enable you to define the format you need."

Secrets of program efficiency

The dramatic changes occurring in the SCD
computing environment highlight program efficiency.
"Optimizing and vectorizing will make your jobs run
faster," said Sally Haerer, head of the SCD Consulting
Group. "You'll get maximum use from the machine,
tie up fewer computer resources, and it will cost less."
Users can take advantage of UNICOS performance-
analysis tools to identify trouble spots that need
optimizing within a code.

Users will also want to know about the different types
of UNICOS I/O, the UNICOS library and system
buffers, and SSD usage on shavano. Phil Garnatz
from Cray Research, Inc., explained that the
multitasking, microtasking, and autotasking features in
UNICOS promote the most effective use of the
Y-MP.

Fortran under UNICOS: The move to CFT77

Sally Haerer also compared the two Fortran
compilers, CFT and CFT77, and explained the
different memory-allocation schemes used by each.

She encouraged users to switch from CFT to CFT77.
In a nutshell, she said, CFT77 does more scalar and
vector optimization and produces top-quality code that
executes quickly; CFT produces code that runs slower
and bums up more GAUs.

While CFT defaults to static memory allocation on the
Y-MP, CFT77 defaults to stack memory allocation
and uses the Y-MP's memory more effectively.

But the main point is that Cray Research, Inc., is
cutting back its support for CFT to maintenance only,
while increasing its support of CFT77. "So whether
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we're CFT77 fans or not, we
don't have much choice,"
said Sally. "We have to
make the switch because of
Cray's decision." (More
information about this
appears in the article "Use
the CFT77 compiler on
shavano" in this issue.)

New era in supercomputer
access

"We've entered a new era,"
SCD user support specialist
Susan Smith noted. "For
the first time at NCAR,
interactive access is available
on a supercomputer. You
can log on to shavano
interactively through
TELNET on the Intemet;
or you can go in
asynchronously by dialing
the PACX via Telenet,
In-WATS, or a local phone
number."

Operations and Maintenance manager Gary Jensen, right, shares some secrets of
the computer room. Attending, left to right: Darlene Oosterhof, Rebecca Cesar,
Brian Kauffman, Lynda Lester, Robert Oglesby, Paul Ciesielski. (Photo by Bob
Bumpas.)

Debugging is an excellent use of interactive access,
Susan said, but batch access will continue to be the
primary method for job submission. Users can ship
batch jobs via Internet Remote Job Entry (IRJE), the
MASnet/Internet Gateway Server (MIGS), and the
IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer.

IRJE has been updated and now permits access to the
MSS, TAGS, and the high-speed laser printers, as
well as to shavano.

NCAR Graphics: Last call to convert

"Some users are still using old, creaky pre-GKS
(Graphical Kernel System) versions of NCAR
Graphics," said Adrianne Middleton-Link. "We've
been helping people convert their codes to GKS for
several years, and will continue to help until
October 1. After that, we'll no longer offer consulting
support for pre-GKS codes, nor will pre-GKS
software be available on NCAR facilities. So it's
important for everyone to convert now."

Adrianne advised users who haven't upgraded to
obtain the UserDoc "Converting Pre-GKS NCAR
Graphics to NCAR Graphics," Version 3.0, April
1990. This document contains the combined
knowledge of SCD's Scientific Visualization Group
(SVG) and answers most of the questions that arise in
code conversion.

Once converted, said SVG head Bob Lackman, users
will appreciate the added functions of GKS NCAR
Graphics. The package offers color capability, plus
new utilities such as CONPACK, PLOTCHAR, and
SOFTFILL. More fonts permit a higher-grade text
output, while portable code increases software
versatility.

TAGS: Your ticket to movies

The Text and Graphics System (TAGS) is a
combination of hardware and software that controls
the Dicomed film recorders. The system enables users
to produce movies, slides, or fiche from Computer
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Graphics Metafiles (CGMs), NCAR Raster
Interchange Format (NRIF) files, and ASCII text. On
October 1, TAGS will replace the D1 node--
otherwise known as the Dicomed Online Operating
System, or DOOS-on the MASnet.

Until recently, users sent black-and-white graphics
files to D1; only color graphics went to TAGS. Now,
however, TAGS handles both color and black and
white. Users disposing files to D1 will need to learn
the new features and control parameters of TAGS,
and how to access TAGS from UNICOS.

Ken Hansen warned that while D1 accepts metafiles
produced by the pre-GKS version of NCAR Graphics,
TAGS does not. TAGS users will have to convert pre-
GKS metafiles to the NCAR CGM format.

Users speak: Questions and answers

Because its mission is to serve the research
community, hearing from users is of paramount
importance to SCD. At the Site Liaison Workshop,
two sessions were devoted to user feedback.

The monthly SCD Users' Group (SCDUG) meeting
was held during the conference so that site liaisons
could attend; new charging policies for the Y-MP
were discussed. (A report of the meeting is available
via anonymous FTP on windom.ucar.edu in the
"docs" directory. An in-depth explanation of charging
policies is available in the UserDoc "Charges for SCD
Computing Resources"; to order, see the back cover
of this issue.)

Another question-and-answer period, hosted by Bill
Buzbee, gave users the chance to voice concerns on a
variety of topics: workstations as front ends; the best
use of interactivity; connecting the MSS to the Cray
computers via NFS (not likely soon); the status of the
X-MP; and the future of the IBM 4381 (IO) computer.
SCD Computing News will keep users updated on
these and other issues of continuing interest.

Supercomputing in the 90s

Toward the end of the conference, Bill addressed
participants on the shape of supercomputing things to
come.

During Bill Buzbee's after-dinner speech, Ginger Caldwell, center, reacts to comments about
the "kinder, gentler" agenda she planned. Sharing the table, left to right: Susan Cross, Ken
Hansen, Phil Garnatz, Ginger, Rosmarie Frederickson (partially hidden), Ron Ruth, Paul
Frederickson, Celia Chen, and Susan Smith. (Photo by Bob Bumpas.)
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"No one knows what the next ten years will bring,"
he said, "but you hear people asking questions like
these: Will the 90s be the decade of the 'killer
micro'? Parallel processing? Massive amounts of data
to archive? My personal opinion is that yes, these will
all be part of the supercomputing environment."

Most notably, he said, single-processor jobs will
migrate from supercomputers to 50-megaflop
workstations-the so-called killer micros.

More information on these trends will be published in
a future issue of SCD Computing News.

SCD after hours

After five days of serious conferencing, participants
gathered for a late-afternoon reception in the SCD

Consulting Office. At 6 o'clock they moved outside to
the Tree Plaza for dinner. A breeze cooled the
courtyard; red and white carnations decked the tables.
Texan Bill Buzbee, in a bolo tie and cowboy boots,
presided over a spread of Texas barbecue, beans, and
coleslaw.

After the meal, Bill thanked SCD users and staff alike
for contributing to the Site Liaison Workshop. He
noted in closing that Ginger Caldwell-who had
actually scheduled some time off for workshop
participants-had, as promised, engineered a truly
user-friendly conference.
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Site liaisons discuss climate models and UNICOS conversion

We thought our readers might be interested in hearing
from other users-how they are handling the UNICOS
conversion and the types of projects they are doing.
Here are stories from seven site liaisons who attended
the workshop.

Peter Miller
University of Washington

Peter Miller discovers that make
works. (Photo by Bob Bumpas.)

Peter Miller is a staff researcher in the University of
Washington's Department of Atmospheric Sciences in
Seattle. He is working on a version of the Klemp-
Wilhelmson model that was developed to examine air
flow over mountains. Others in his department are
working on a two-dimensional cloud model.

"We have a VAX workstation and a DEC file server,"
Peter says. "We submit our model over FTP to
windom at NCAR; NCAR runs it and sends back the
results [using IRJE]. All our data analysis is done at
the university."

Peter has never used UNIX but thinks it will improve
his department's efficiency. "I like the idea of
breaking code into small pieces so you only have to
compile the ones you're changing," he says. "That
will save a lot of important computing time."

Kate Hedstrom
Chesapeake Bay Institute

at Johns Hopkins University

Completing a stint at the Institute for Naval
Oceanography in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi, Kate
Hedstrom recently moved to the Chesapeake Bay
Institute at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore. As
part scientist, part UNIX system administrator, she has
discovered a niche: the research community needs
people who know both science and computers.

Kate collaborates with Dale Haidvogel, a physical
oceanographer interested in numerical modeling. Kate
is currently working on an idealized coastal domain
that models the ocean off the California coast. She is
also working on a Northeast Atlantic configuration
centered off Portugal; the model includes wind
forcing. "I like to run it on the CRAY Y-MP because
this thing is big," she says. "It takes a long time to
execute."

Kate Hedstrom heads into some
serious programming. (Photo by
Ginger Hein.)

Kate used COS and pre-GKS NCAR Graphics on the
Naval Research Laboratory's Cray computer, and has
been running UNICOS on the computers at Florida
State University and MIT. She's glad supercomputing
is moving toward a UNIX environment. "I love
UNIX," she says. "I've been using it four or five
years now. I'm happy that everybody's making the
switch."
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Delores Knipp
U.S. Air Force Academy

Delores Knipp, associate professor of physics at the
U.S. Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, has a
varied background: agricultural meteorology, aviation
forecasting, and remote sensing. "In all the meteor-
ology schools I've worked with, people have heard of
NCAR and wanted to come here," she says. "But I
never dreamed that NCAR research included the
upper atmosphere; I thought
it dealt only with tornadoes
and thunderstorms."

Now, however, Delores is
working with NCAR's High
Altitude Observatory (HAO)
on a NASA grant for
modeling ionospheric
behavior. "Our model is
called Assimilative Mapping
of Ionospheric Electro-
dynamics-AMIE," she says.
"The Air Force is interested
in AMIE as a tool for some
proposed space work. We
draw images of high-latitude
electric fields and related
parameters; we're imaging
polar coordinates. That takes
a lot of graphics calls."

Joseph Spahr
University of California at Los Angeles

"I do almost everything," explains Joseph Spahr,
"from sweeping the floor to managing the computer
equipment and helping acquire new hardware." Joseph
is computer facilities manager and senior programmer
for the UCLA Department of Atmospheric Sciences.
He is also a member of a research group that includes
Akio Arakawa, the father of the UCLA Global

Circulation Model (GCM),
and Carlos Mechoso. The
group's research focuses on
the development of the
GCM and global climate
studies.

Delores Knipp and Joseph Spahr perform a

Her department still has pre- hands-on laboratory ex

GKS NCAR Graphics, she Bumpas.)
explains, so the workshop
discussions on graphics conversion were useful. She
notes that her department will also have to convert to
CFT77. "It wasn't clear before I came what order our
conversion should take; it seemed to be a chicken-
and-egg sort of thing. Which first: NCAR Graphics or
CFT77? Now it's obvious we'll do the graphics
conversion first."

Delores also benefited from the introduction to UNIX.
"I hadn't seen UNIX," she says. "For us, it will be a
formidable change. That's why SCD consulting help
is important, so we can put some aspects of graphics
conversion out of the way-then get on to the
business of learning UNIX."

:ercise. (Photo by Bob

"There's been a cycle
shortfall on the Cray
X-MP," Joseph says. "The
new Y-MP will benefit the
NCAR community because
it will provide more cycles
and allow for larger core
image jobs to run." Joseph
has already used UNICOS;
others in his department will
have to learn the operating
system from scratch. He
says it will take a few
months for them to get
comfortable with UNICOS
and start running their
programs under it.

The workshop was useful because "a lot of things
have changed between COS and UNICOS, and there
are differences even between NCAR and other
supercomputing centers running UNICOS," Joseph
says. "Some of the more important topics covered
during the workshop were NCAR's Mass Storage
System, I/O optimization, multitasking, and graphics
subsystems."
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Paul Ciesielski
Colorado State University

User support specialist Susan Smith and
Paul Ciesielski solve a file-management
problem. (Photo by Bob Bumpas.)

Paul Ciesielski hails from South Bend, Indiana, and
has been fascinated with weather all his life. He is
currently a research associate in the Atmospheric
Science Department at Colorado State University.
"One of the models we apply in our research is a
Linearized Global Primitive Equation Model," he
says. "Another of our models uses multigrid methods
to solve the invertibility principle associated with
semigeostropic weather phenomena."

Paul is looking forward to running his models on the
CRAY Y-MP--"especially because in the past we've
had to use a bunch of tricks to get the larger models
to run. The Y-MP will run the models faster, and its
larger memory will make them less awkward to use."

Paul's research group at CSU has a Sun
SPARCstation and a VAX 2000. His group uses the
two workstations as front ends to the Cray computers,
submitting jobs to NCAR through IRJE. Paul has
been using UNIX for nearly a year now but claims

that he is by no means an expert. He says the Site
Liaison Workshop gave him useful knowledge on
how to maintain programs in a UNIX environment
and make the most efficient use of the Y-MP. He will
now be able to switch to UNICOS and GKS graphics
more efficiently and help others in his department.

Andrea Hahmann
University of Utah

Originally from Santiago, Chile, Andrea Hahmann
graduated from the University of Sao Paulo in Brazil
and is now a graduate student at the University of
Utah in Salt Lake City. She works in the Meteorology
Department with a principal investigator on the
NCAR/Penn State Mesoscale Model 4, which deals
with the role of tropical convection in the atmosphere.

Doug Burks and Andrea Hahmann check the
schedule for the next lecture. (Photo by
Ginger Hein.)

Andrea's computer runs are short; her model is not
designed to make long climate forecasts. She thinks
using make is a great idea: "It will be easier to
introduce modifications to the code because it will
save Fortran compiling time. Usually I modify only
one subroutine; maybe there's a specification I want
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to change. But the code itself has 50 to 60
subroutines, maybe more. With make I won't have to
recompile the whole thing."

Andrea says she was destined to be a meteorologist.
Even as a child, she was interested in geography,
physics, and math; when she realized all were
integrated in meteorology, her course was set.

Yi-Leng Chen
University of Hawaii

Every morning in Hawaii, the winds from the
northeast hit the island and form a band of cumulus
clouds. And then it rains.

Researchers in the Hawaiian Rainband Project (HaRP)
are trying to find out why. They think it may be the
result of airflow blocked by the island's volcano
barrier, or perhaps the result of thermal forcing-air
cooled during the night flowing downhill to interact
with the trade winds. Both hypotheses are probably
important, says Yi-Leng Chen, associate professor in
the University of Hawaii's Department of
Meteorology.

During the HaRP experiment, a large amount of
information--surface, radar, ship, and aircraft data-is
being collected, then archived in NCAR's Mass
Storage System (MSS). "The MSS is the main reason
we use NCAR," Yi-Leng says. "It will be quite
important to our research work."

Yi-Leng came to the Site Liaison Workshop for an
update on connecting to IRJE and using the MSS. The
networking tips in particular were valuable, he says,
in addition to the talks on COS-UNICOS conversion.

After several days of serious
conferencing, Yi-Leng Chen relaxes after
dinner with Andrea Hahmann and Peter
Nelson. (Photo by Bob Bumpas.)

The workshop helped in other ways: "For example, I
just found out that we can send metafiles from our
institution to NCAR and have the output returned to
us. That's something new. Before I thought we could
ship only data and jobs."

Yi-Leng concludes: "As a user, I want to benefit from
and keep up with the advancing technology. But after
coming here, I'll still have a lot to learn!"

Lynda Lester is a writer/editor in the Documentation Group
within the SCD User Services Section.
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Last chance to convert from COS

by Rebecca Cesar

On October 1, the CRAY X-MP/48 running COS will
be decommissioned. SCD Director Bill Buzbee urges
you "to complete your conversions while both the
COS and UNICOS computers are on site. Having
both machines available simultaneously will greatly
facilitate your isolation of any differences in results."
If you do not convert your COS code to UNICOS and
verify your converted code before the X-MP/48 is
disconnected, you will probably find different results,
missing routines, or unexpected errors when your
programs run under the new operating system.

SCD is publishing special issues of this newsletter and
a variety of new UserDocs to help you complete your
conversions. In addition, the SCD Consulting Office
offers numerous training classes to help you become
productive using the new supercomputer.
Unfortunately, quite a few users have not yet
converted, and the COS computer will go offline in a
few short weeks.

Therefore, if you haven't already done so, you need to
convert your COS code to UNICOS as soon as
possible. Our experience shows that the average COS
code takes one to two weeks to convert to UNICOS.
This article will help you understand the major parts
of converting your COS code to UNICOS. More
detailed information is available in the February 1990
issue of SCD Computing News, but be aware that
some details from that issue are now superseded by
the information in this article.

Software considerations

UNICOS is an interactive operating system with a
batch processing facility. CFT77 is the default Fortran
compiler on the Y-MP. Multitasking is available on
the Y-MP in the same form as on the X-MP/48. In
addition, autotasking is available with CFT77 on the
Y-MP. The GKS NCAR Graphics package is
supported on the Y-MP, but pre-GKS NCAR
Graphics is not. Edition 9.2 of the International
Mathematical and Statistical Library (IMSL) will not
be moved to the Y-MP; therefore, you need to update

all IMSL calls to the current Edition 10.0. Most
performance and debugging tools available on the
COS system are either the same or have equivalents
on the UNICOS system. The UNICOS system also
offers new capabilities such as interactive debugging
tools.

Converting your code

To begin, you need to identify critical areas in your
codes that are now running under the COS operating
system. The next section of this article provides a list
of conversion options you need to consider. If you
have questions for an SCD consultant, it would be
helpful for you to have this article available when you
call.

Some codes will take longer to convert than others.
Here are some other important points:

* Consider the amount of time you will need to
convert each use of pre-GKS NCAR Graphics to the
GKS version.

* Consider that you may need to change or
reassemble CAL routines written for the X-MP to
run on the Y-MP.

* Plan to change the syntax of Fortran-callable Job
Control Language (JCL) statements to adhere to the
UNICOS method of accomplishing operating system
commands from within an executing program.

COS-UNICOS conversion procedure

When you convert your COS programs to run under
UNICOS, consider the appropriate options from this
procedure:

1. Run program on COS Cray computer using
CFT77 and SEGLDR.

2. Convert COS code to use GKS version of NCAR
Graphics, if applicable.
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3. Convert any IMSL Edition 9.2 calls in COS code
to IMSL Edition 10.0 calls, if applicable.

4. Replace any Fortran-callable JCL with descriptive
comments to serve as place holders.

5. Transfer program and data from MSS to shavano.

6. Substitute UNICOS commands for all COS JCL
except Fortran-callable JCL.

7. Compile program with cft77 on shavano.

8. Load program using segldr with -L and -I
options.

9. Check and resolve all loading errors such as
unsatisfied externals.

10. Run program on shavano using cft77 and segldr.

11. Correct all I/O problems. (Keep in mind that
UNICOS does not easily handle data in multiple
files, even though Fortran does. It is difficult to
use the UNICOS utilities on multiple-file files.)

12. Verify program output from UNICOS run with
output from COS run.

13. Replace comments describing Fortran-callable
JCL with SCD's local equivalent commands.

14. Optimize program for running under UNICOS by
applying UNICOS program maintenance tools
such as SCCS and make.

To guide you in converting COS programs to run
under UNICOS, SCD provides the "COS-UNICOS
Conversion Guide," Version 2.1, September 1990. It
contains commonly used COS statements and their
corresponding UNICOS commands, examples of
common COS jobs and their corresponding UNICOS
job scripts, guidance on converting to UNICOS
programming tools, guidance on converting to GKS
graphics, plus numerous references. To obtain copies
of SCD documents, see "SCD Documentation Orders"
on the back cover of this newsletter.

If you have questions about any of the code
conversion steps outlined above, please contact an

SCD consultant using the information on the back
cover of this newsletter.

Conversion steps you can perform using COS

Here is a list of steps that you can take using only
your account on the CRAY X-MP/48 running COS.

NCAR Graphics considerations

If your code has pre-GKS calls, we recommend that
you convert this code to GKS calls now because you
might have serious difficulties trying to do this after
the COS system is discontinued. To assist you in
converting to GKS, order a copy of the UserDoc
"Converting Pre-GKS NCAR Graphics to NCAR
Graphics, Version 3.00," Version 1.1, April 1990. To
obtain copies of SCD documents, see "SCD
Documentation Orders" on the back cover of this
newsletter.

Use IMSL Edition 10.0

If you have been using Edition 9.2 of IMSL, you need
to convert directly to Edition 10.0. This conversion
will involve effort because the subroutine names,
function names, and calling sequences have changed
radically. To help you update from Edition 9.2, use
the IMSL Libraries Edition 10.0 Update Guide. This
guide explains which of Edition 10.0's subroutines or
functions replace Edition 9.2's. To obtain this guide,
order a copy through the SCD Consulting Office.

Fortran calls must change

"All Fortran-callable JCL routines need to be modified
when your code runs under UNICOS. Although you
cannot convert any Fortran-callable JCL routines
using COS, you can still locate your source codes,
determine which of your codes contain these calls,
and note areas that need attention when you make the
conversion.

Use the CFT77 compiler

Finally, you need to change your Fortran compiler
from CFT to CFT77 because SCD expects to remove
the CFT compiler from shavano in the near future.
The CFT77 compiler has additional capabilities such
as INCLUDE statements, array notation, longer
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variable names, increased program size, and
AUTOTASKING support. For more information
about converting from CFT to CFT77, order a copy of
the "COS-UNICOS Conversion Guide," Version 2.1,
September 1990.

Duplication checks ensure successful COS-to-
UNICOS code conversions

We encourage users to prepare each of their codes for
a "duplication check." A duplication check is a test
for comparable results from two independent
performances of the same operation. The duplication
check requires you to run your code under COS, then

save the appropriate input and output information so
you can compare the results with the output produced
when you run your code under UNICOS. If at all
possible, you need to do your duplication checks now.
If you wait until the X-MP/48 is gone, you will have
nothing to compare with your output from the
UNICOS system. To run the COS part of each
duplication check, see the article "Start your
duplication checks now to ensure successful COS-to-
UNICOS code conversions" in the February 1990
issue of this newsletter.

Rebecca Cesar is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within the SCD User Services Section.

Final COS-UNICOS conversion classes scheduled

The final COS-UNICOS conversion classes offered by
SCD are scheduled for October 16-17 and October
18. These classes teach users how to convert COS
codes to run under UNICOS. As you have probably
heard by now, the CRAY X-MP/48 will not be
running COS much longer. Starting October 1, all
codes must be run under UNICOS.

Final conversion classes

Users with no UNIX experience may sign up for the
two-day COS-UNICOS Conversion Class I on
October 16-17; it includes a brief introduction to
UNIX. Users with a working knowledge of UNIX
may take the COS-UNICOS Conversion Class II on
October 18. This class is faster paced for users who
are already comfortable with UNIX. Both conversion
classes combine lectures with optional lab exercises to
help users convert their codes to run under UNICOS
on the CRAY Y-MP8/864.

Users with limited or no UNIX background may also
want to attend the UNICOS Orientation Class

described below. Although it will repeat some
material covered in Conversion Class I, the orientation
will include additional UNIX/UNICOS material.

All classes will be held from 08:30 to 16:30 each day.

UNICOS orientation class

UNICOS Orientation Class (October 23-25) is for
people who need UNICOS knowledge for immediate
use of the Y-MP. The class starts with elementary
UNIX, and it covers the UNICOS commands, utilities,
and tools required to get started on the Y-MP. It also
provides basic information about NCAR's Mass
Storage System (MSS), graphics processing, and
software libraries.

If you need more information or want to register for
any of these classes, send e-mail to
scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu or call (303) 497-1225.

All classes will be held from 08:30 to 16:30 each day.
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Differences between UNICOS and COS

by Dick Valent and Brian Bevirt

As you probably already know, UNICOS represents a
significant change from the way you used to work
under the Cray Operating System (COS). UNICOS
closely follows the guiding philosophy for the UNIX
operating system. The differences between UNICOS
and COS affect not only the ways you connect to the
computing facility at NCAR, but also impact the
compilers, loaders, software libraries, software
utilities, and charging. Although these differences can
seem intimidating at first, most users report that they
need about two weeks to convert their codes and
become familiar with the new tools available under
UNICOS.

This article provides a quick reference to most of the
differences between UNICOS and COS. To learn the
specifics about any of these differences, please review
your past issues of SCD Computing News (use the
online index provided via anonymous FTP to
windom.ucar.edu). You can also find additional details
in the SCD UserDocs "COS-UNICOS Conversion
Guide" and NCAR UNICOS Primer. To obtain copies
of SCD documents, see "SCD Documentation Orders"
on the back cover of this newsletter. If you still have
questions or need information you can't find in these
sources, please contact an SCD consultant using the
information on the back cover of this newsletter.

Basic differences between the operating systems

Allows you to run jobs either interactively or in batch
mode

Allows you to organize files in hierarchical directories

User interface is determined by the shell environment
that you choose

Does not have the concept of multiple-file datasets,
even though Fortran does. (Do not confuse this aspect
of UNICOS with multiple-file manipulation in
Fortran.)

The shell environment allows you to easily pipe files
and redirect program I/O

You retrieve your files from the MSS, use $TMPDIR
to run your jobs on the Cray computer, then explicitly
store your files on the MSS. The system automatically
deletes your files on the Cray computer when your
job terminates.

Runs batch jobs only

Has one directory level, unless PSDUMP is used
recursively

Job Control Language (JCL) determines the user
interface

Handles multiple-file datasets easily

Piping files and redirecting program I/O is difficult

You retrieve your permanent datasets from the MSS.
After your job terminates, the system keeps your
permanent datasets for you.
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Different ways to access the systems running UNICOS and COS

Using the X Window System, you can run multiple
interactive processes simultaneously and monitor all
of them on your terminal screen

You access MSS files with the Iread and Iyrite
commands

You maintain MSS files with the msls, msrm,
mstouch, mschg, and msmv commands

No similar capability

You access datasets on the MSS with the ACQUIRE
and DISPOSE commands

You maintain datasets on the MSS with the MSINFO,
MSDELET, MSUPDAT, and MSCHANG commands

Differences between compilers and loaders

The cft77 compiler uses Cray Research's stack
memory allocation scheme

The LDR loader is not available

By default, the segldr loader searches system libraries
only; local libraries must be specified on the segldr
command line

The CFT77 compiler uses Cray Research's static
memory allocation scheme

The LDR loader is available

SEGLDR searches local library $NCARLB and
system libraries by default

Changes made to software libraries at NCAR

COS

NCAR Graphics libraries are available only in their
GKS versions

For distributed computing applications, the netCDF
interface is available for storing and retrieving binary
data on dissimilar computer architectures

IMSL Edition 10.0 is the only version available.
IMSL is reorganized into three libraries: imslma for
general purpose math, imslsf for special functions, and
imslst for statistics

Both GKS and pre-GKS versions of the NCAR
Graphics libraries are available

COS has no comparable utility for storing and
retrieving binary data on different computer
architectures

IMSL Editions 9.2 and 10.0 are both available
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$NCARLB is reorganized into four libraries: ncarm
contains the math packages, ncaro contains the input/
output packages, ncaru contains UNICOS packages,
and oldsrc contains the remaining packages from
$NCARLB that didn't fit into the other three
categories. oldsrc is available only as source code.

The PORT and ITPACK libraries do not exist on
shavano

$NCARLB is a very large collection of routines

PORT and ITPACK are available

Some differences between utilities

UNICOS

Interactive editors include vi, ex, and ed; batch editors
include sed, awk and perl

You can search for and obtain documentation and
source code for library routines from the dsl utility

The UNICOS program maintenance utility make
allows you to maintain your code in its compiled
binary form, then automatically recompile and
incorporate only the changed parts of the code

Interactive code debugging is available with the cdbx
utility

Multitasking options include autotasking and
microtasking

EDITOR is available

You use GETDOC and GETSRC to access
documentation and source code for library routines

No utility comparable to make exists on COS

Debugging is not interactive

Multitasking is available, but autotasking is not

Charging differences

UNICOS

As your one-processor job uses a larger percentage of
shavano's memory, memory charges increase
significantly because there are seven other CPUs that
must wait before they can use this memory space

Memory charges escalate as your one-processor job
uses a larger percentage of the CRAY X-MP/48
computer's memory, but since there are only three
other CPUs to contend for it, the memory charges do
not increase as much as they do on shavano

Dick Valent is head of the Software Libraries Group in the SCD User
Services Section; Brian Bevirt is a writerleditor in the Documentation
Group within the SCD User Services Section.
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Differences between UNICOS and UNIX

by Tom Parker and Lynda Lester

The good news for UNIX users is that UNIX and
UNICOS are essentially the same in philosophy,
structure, and function. UNICOS is based on UNIX
System V and incorporates some features of 4.2 BSD
UNIX. However, while UNIX was designed for
micro- and minicomputers, UNICOS has been
enhanced to exploit the speed and power of Cray
supercomputers. Major UNICOS enhancements
include:

Batch job facility

UNIX is an interactive operating system. To take
advantage of supercomputer resources, UNICOS has
added a comprehensive batch environment called the
Network Queueing System (NQS). NQS lets you
submit batch jobs, specify job and process limits,
display your job status, and cancel jobs. You can
submit batch jobs interactively from shavano, or
remotely through IRJE, MIGS, the IBM 4381 (IO)
front-end computer, or other computers that are nodes
on the MASnet.

Optimizing compilers

UNICOS compilers offer greater flexibility and speed
than standard UNIX compilers and produce code
optimized to run on Cray systems. UNICOS compilers
include:

* cft77, which has been enhanced to provide
advanced optimization as well as automatic
vectorization and microtasking;

* the cf77 compiling system, which combines
autotasking and cft77 with the UNICOS loader
segldr;

* pascal, for compiling Pascal programs;

* cc, which combines the Cray C compiler with
segldr; and

* scc, which combines the Cray (ANSI) standard C
compiler with segldr.

Enhanced I/O

Cray computers typically deal with large blocks of
data at a time and require very fast data handling. I/O
under UNIX is character-oriented, and it operates at
speeds that are slower than optimal for
supercomputing applications. UNICOS therefore
offers asynchronous, list, and raw I/O; streaming; disk
striping; and Solid State Disk (SSD) support. (The
SSD at NCAR will be connected to the Y-MP in
October.) UNICOS also has enhancements such as
improved disk allocation, clustering of disk partitions,
and disk flawing-all of which improve on UNIX
file-space allocation methods and result in better I/O.

Multiprocessor and multitasking support

UNICOS takes advantage of multiple Cray CPUs by
offering tools that are not available in UNIX.
UNICOS multitasking support includes the ability to
accomplish one or more tasks per process, a task
manager that creates and schedules multitasking, and
a multitasking library. UNICOS also contains a
number of microtasking features.

Efficient loader

The standard loader for UNIX is Id, which is designed
for C programs. The standard loader for UNICOS,
segldr, is designed primarily for Fortran programs.
segldr will better serve NCAR users since most of
them are running Fortran for large models. Although
UNICOS also offers a version of the Id loader, segldr
utilizes the capabilities of Cray supercomputers and
has many advantages over Id.

Debugging aid

Something else that's a little different in UNICOS is
the debugging aid. cdbx is UNICOS' interactive,
symbolic, source-level debugger for programs written
in Fortran, C, and Pascal languages. It is based on the
UNIX dbx command but has additional capabilities
for examining program dumps. cdbx is one of the
nicer features on UNICOS.
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Accounting features

UNICOS is equipped with the ja command, which
can provide detailed accounting information on batch
jobs or interactive sessions. ja records elapsed time,
CPU time, and memory used, as well as I/O and
memory wait time, I/O request count, and job priority.
ja works on a per-job basis, and can show you
summary information for completed tasks at any point
in your job. ja also offers auxiliary measurements,
including multiple-CPU usage and device-specific
counts. UNICOS provides more specific performance
analysis than UNIX through aids such as flowtrace,
hpm, perftrace, prof, and procstat.

Maintaining relocatable libraries

One good technique for programmers, in lieu of
compiling frequently used routines, is to put
executable routines in a personal library. This is done
in UNICOS with the bid command, which is
considerably more flexible than ar in UNIX. bid
collects relocatable program modules into a
relocatable library, which bid can further manipulate
and maintain. This UNICOS tool has several
advantages over its UNIX counterpart: it is 25% faster
in loading the relocatable binaries it produces, and it
allows manipulation of individual Fortran modules
within a file.

NCAR-specific differences

Every shop has some site-specific utilities, and SCD
has further enhanced UNICOS with some local
applications:

* Included are some helpful Mass Storage System
(MSS) interface commands (Iread, Iwrite, mschg,
msimport, and others); the hints (help) and news
(new features) commands; and the Fortran-callable
IEXEC routine, which lets you call UNICOS
system routines from your Fortran program.

* NCAR's numerous software libraries, such as
IMSL, NAG, and SLATEC, are available, but they
are named with lowercase letters for UNICOS.

* Disk space allocation is different than it is in UNIX.
Each user's home directory only has a one-
megabyte capacity, but up to ten gigabytes per
project is available in the temporary work space
"/usr/tmp". This is to encourage you to store large
files in your local computer or on the MSS rather
than in your home directory on shavano. You can
access your own space in "/usr/tmp" by typing:

cd $TMPDIR

* New NCAR charging procedures have been
established. The principal NQS job queues are prem
(premium), reg (regular), and econ (economy); they
are described in the new SCD UserDoc "Charges
for SCD Computing Resources," Version 6.1, July
1990. To obtain copies of SCD documents, see
"SCD Documentation Orders" on the back cover of
this newsletter.

Tom Parker is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section. Lynda Lester is a writer/editor in the
Documentation Group within the SCD User Services
Section.

Connecting your local computer to shavano

by Rebecca Cesar

You can access shavano through various interactive
and noninteractive (batch) methods. After you
determine which methods are available to you from
your local computer, you need to decide which
method is best suited to each task that you will
perform.

As shown in Figure 1, you can access shavano or one
of the front-end computers in SCD via the Internet or
asynchronous access methods. These access methods
allow you to run your jobs either interactively or in
batch mode. Internet and asynchronous access
methods are documented in the NCAR UNICOS
Primer. Also see the article titled "How to log on to
shavano via an asynchronous communication service"
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Figure 1. shavano access methods

Key: - - batch access L
-- interactive access

in this issue of the newsletter. If you have questions,
please contact an SCD consultant using the
information on the back cover of this newsletter.

Internet access

The Internet access methods to NCAR include
TELNET, Internet Remote Job Entry system (IRJE),

or MASnet/Intemet Gateway Server (MIGS). For
more information about using these access methods,
see the following documentation: the man page for
telnet, "MIGS: MASnet/Intemet Gateway Server User
Guide," Version 1.1, May 1990, and "Using the
NCAR Intemet Remote Job Entry System," Version
3.1, June 1990. To obtain copies of SCD documents,
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see "SCD Documentation Orders" on the back cover
of this newsletter.

TELNET access

TELNET provides communications between your
local host computer and another host using the
TELNET protocol. If your local host has the telnet
command available, you can run both interactive and
batch jobs on shavano. However, interactive access to
shavano is best used for short sessions such as
debugging a program, viewing interactive graphics,
checking job status, or deleting a job.

IRJE access

IRJE enables those of you at remote sites with
Internet access to submit batch jobs from your local
computer and have the results delivered back to your
local computer. Moreover, you do not go through
extended login sessions. Essentially, you maintain a
connection to a computer at NCAR long enough to
transmit your job file.

Before you can use IRJE, you must register with SCD
to obtain an IRJE account, a logon id, and a
password. For detailed information about obtaining
and using an IRJE account, you can access the online
instructions via anonymous FTP to windom.ucar.edu
(see the "irje" directory), or you can order a copy of
the UserDoc "Using the NCAR Internet Remote Job
Entry System," Version 3.1, June 1990. You may also
order the "IRJE Quick Reference" card along with the
UserDoc.

After you have obtained an account, you need to
prepare your job file on your own local computer.
Next, you submit the job by simply transporting the
job file from your host to the NCAR IRJE host. IRJE
takes the job file and completes the necessary steps to
start the job running on the specified system. IRJE
then sends you a series of e-mail messages to indicate
the sequence number assigned to your job and names
and locations of output files being retumrned. Finally,
IRJE retumrns the output from the job to your local host
and places it in the directory you have specified.

MIGS access

MIGS provides a versatile access method for reaching
NCAR's supercomputing resources by allowing you

to work on your familiar local computer or the output
server of your choice. The MIGS gateway computer
receives the batch job from your local computer,
processes it, and then submits the request directly to
the appropriate resource; later, MIGS sends the results
to your local computer. In addition, MIGS offers
direct access to non-Cray resources, eliminating the
need for the Cray computer to act as middleman.

To use MIGS, your local computer must be on the
Internet. Your system administrator must establish an
account with SCD, install the SCD-supplied nrnet
command on your computer, and register you with
SCD as a MIGS user. Detailed instructions for using
MIGS are available in the SCD UserDoc "MIGS:
MASnet/Internet Gateway Server User Guide,"
Version 1.1, May 1990. Also, SCD has a "MIGS
Quick Reference" card available.

Asynchronous access

You can access shavano through one of four
asynchronous services: Telenet, direct-dial, In-WATS,
or direct connection to the Private Automatic
Computer Exchange (PACX). The procedures for
using these services appear in the article "How to log
on to shavano via an asynchronous communication
service" in this issue of the SCD Computing News.

Telenet access

Telenet is a public network interconnecting your
computer with NCAR via modems and phone lines.
Telenet is widely available across the United States
including Hawaii and Alaska. Many international
users can access the PACX and NCAR computers via
Telenet connections with international packet-
switching networks. You may also use this service
from home computers or terminals connected to
modems. The Telenet system provides you with either
a local phone number or a WATS number that uses a
300-, 1200-, or 2400-bit-per-second (bps) modem.

Direct-dial access

For off-site users within the local Denver-metro
calling region, SCD provides direct-dial access
capabilities to the PACX at 300, 1200, 2400, and
9600 bps. SCD supports a bank of five Microcom
9600-bps modems for users who own a matching
9600-bps modem. SCD also supports a bank of 18
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standard 2400-bps modems and two banks of eight
standard 300/1200-bps modems. This diversity of
modems should provide direct-dial access for any of
you working from your home, local office, or
university. To obtain a local telephone number
appropriate for your modem speed, contact the SCD
Consulting Office at (303) 497-1278.

In-WATS access

In-WATS is another dial-up method that allows those
of you outside the limits of a local call to access
NCAR's supercomputing resources. SCD provides
five Microcom 9600-bps modems attached to a

limited-access channel of the PACX. If you use In-
WATS, you dial a 1-800 number from a matching
Microcom 9600-bps modem and connect to one of the
four 9600-bps modems that are attached to the PACX.

Direct PACX connection

The direct PACX connection is a cable between your
computer or terminal and the PACX. These cables are
only installed at the NCAR Mesa Laboratory.

Rebecca Cesar is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within the SCD User Services Section.

Cray expert Jeff Kuehn joins SCD Consulting Office

by Lynda Lester

Jeff Kuehn joined the SCD User Services staff as a
consultant on July 2. He brings extensive consulting
experience from his former position at Cray Research,
Inc.

Jeff worked at Cray Research for two years as a
software instructor, where he taught classes, tested
and ported software, and wrote training manuals. His
expertise on the CRAY Y-MP8/864, CRAY X-MP/48,
and CRAY-2 will prove invaluable as he helps. the
NCAR community make best use of shavano.

"Part of what I hope to do is show the users how to
get the most out of the Y-MP," Jeff says. "It's a really
wonderful machine. With eight CPUs and 64 mega-
words of memory, it will be ideal for the type of work
done here."

Jeff has a background in system internals and system
administration, and his training ranges from basic
UNIX to benchmarking and multitasking. Sally
Haerer, head of the SCD Consulting Group, says,
"Jeff is an expert in advanced Fortran and C
programming techniques, optimization, and auto-
tasking. He's also a UNICOS 'guru,' and a good
person to contact with questions."

Jeff didn't start out to be a computer expert. As a boy
he wanted to be a jet pilot, astronomer, or physicist--

but when he entered college, engineering seemed like
a better way to earn a living. At the University of
Colorado he majored in mechanical engineering with
an emphasis on thermal science and applied

Jeff Kuehn is happy to answer users' computing
questions. (Photo by Ginger Hein.)
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mathematics. He earned a bachelor's degree in 1986,
and a master's in 1988.

But his career took an unexpected twist. The summer
he started graduate school, Jeff was offered a chance
to set up a computer lab for the mechanical
engineering department; by fall he was using UNIX
for heat transfer modeling, combustion chemistry, and
physics problems.

One thing led to another. Because he'd set up the
computer lab, he became a course developer for a
professor teaching computer classes to mechanical
engineers. He structured the lectures, devised the
exercises and homework, and eventually became a
liaison between the researchers and the systems
people.

Through one of his students, he met the regional
general manager of Cray Research in Boulder, who
invited him to work for the company. After
graduation he applied to and was accepted at Cray. "It
worked out well," Jeff says. "Cray would send their
geek-me-to talk to the customer geeks. Cray liked
the idea of assigning an engineer to deal with their
scientific customers: I could speak their language. I'd
get their codes to run and teach them how to use the
machines."

Jeff worked with all types of clients-government
agencies and research labs, chemical companies,
automotive and aerospace engineers, NASA, the
National Weather Service, even NCAR. He traveled

extensively, giving seminars at corporations and
universities around the country.

"Once I flew in to give a seminar at Texas A&M," he
recalls. "Because half my trip was going to be a
vacation, I had two bags: one for suits, one for casual
clothes. The airline lost the first suitcase-so for three
days, until they retrieved my luggage, I was up in
front of clients lecturing in blue jeans, pullover shirts,
and running shoes. Then I flew up to Denver for some
time off-and the airline lost the other suitcase. I
spent the first three days of my vacation in a three-
piece suit."

Jeff says one of the things he likes best about his job
is "playing with the computer. I think it's a marvelous
tool-it's fun to see what hoops it can be made to hop
through. Code optimization is neat." Computer mania
comes natural to Y-MP users, Jeff observes. He
remembers a tale that made the rounds at Cray: One
time a man got up in front of a conference and said,
"Hi, my name is Joe. I'm a user. I've been hooked
ever since my first Cray account." Jeff laughs. "That
just happens when you work with supercomputers-
you become a megaflop junkie."

Even more than programming, however, Jeff enjoys
talking to users and helping them solve their
computing problems. He will have ample opportunity
as an SCD consultant.

Lynda Lester is a writer/editor in the Documentation Group
within the SCD User Services Section.
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Use the CFT77 compiler on shavano

by Sally Haerer and Brian Bevirt

This article offers some of the reasons why SCD
recommends that you use the CFT77 compiler instead
of the CFT compiler on shavano, the CRAY Y-MP
8/864 computer running UNICOS at NCAR. This
article also describes compiling and loading
advantages of CFT77 and discusses the different
memory allocation schemes used by both compilers.
In addition to the following reasons, you need to be
prepared for the removal of CFT from shavano in the
near future.

You will find that CFT77 is your best choice for
compiling Fortran programs to run on the Y-MP
architecture. Here are some of the reasons.

Future support by Cray Research, Inc.

Both CFT and CFT77 are FORTRAN 77 standard
compilers, but Cray Research will not continue to
upgrade CFT for the FORTRAN 90 standard being
approved this year by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) and the International
Standards Organization (ISO). After January 1991,
Cray Research will provide only maintenance support
for CFT. Cray Research faces two major
disadvantages for supporting and improving CFT: it is
written in Cray Assembly Language (CAL), and it is
not modular in design. In contrast, CFT77 is written
in a high-level language, and it is built from easy-to-
maintain modules. Further, CFT77 already contains
some FORTRAN 90 features, and Cray Research will
continue to upgrade CFT77.

Performance considerations

CFT (200 Kwords) is less than half the size of CFT77
(500 Kwords), and it can compile your code more
quickly than CFT77. However, CFT77 does much
more for your code, and its optimization routines
produce executable code that is worth the extra
compiling time in most cases. CFT77 has three main
advantages over CFT:

* CFT77 does considerably more scalar and vector
optimization than CFT. CFT77 runs more complex
and thorough analysis routines to evaluate your code
for the best possible optimization.

* CFT77 analyzes entire program modules, while CFT
is limited to analyzing 4 Kwords of CAL-like code.
CFT cannot evaluate operations outside a do loop
for additional ways to optimize the code.

* CFT77 is not constrained by the size of the
executable code it produces-it can produce
executable code larger than any that is currently
being used at NCAR. CFT is limited to compiling
executable code of 16 Mwords or less.

The difference to you can be summarized as follows:
CFT77 produces top-quality scalar and vector code
that generally executes more rapidly than code
produced by CFT. CFT generally produces executable
code more quickly than CFT77.

Additional advantages of CF177

The CFT77 compiler recognizes INCLUDE
statements and TAB characters in your Fortran code.
These features are not available with CFT.

Further, Cray Research's new CF77 compiling system
uses CFT77. CF77 performs dependency analysis and
autotasking during compilation, then loads your
program. SCD recommends that you begin learning
and using the CF77 compiling system to take
advantage of the improvements it can make in your
code. It can also save time for you in a number of
ways. Watch for an article on using the CF77
compiling system in a future issue of the SCD
Computing News.

You must also consider that when you compile your
program with CFT, both the cft and segldr command
lines require additional options to run properly on the
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Y-MP architecture. The next section describes these
extra options and provides some examples.

Compiling and loading considerations for
using CFT on a CRAY Y-MP

When you use the CFT compiler on shavano, you
must include extra options on the cft and segldr
command lines. In addition to being a nuisance, these
extra options highlight the fact that CFT does not take
full advantage of the CRAY Y-MP architecture.

To compile your program with CFT on the Y-MP,
you must use a cft command option that allows you to
compile code for Cray computer architecture that is
limited to 16 Mwords. This -C option tells the Y-MP
to compile your program in "cray-xmp" mode. And a
complication arises when you use this cft option:
since the default libraries on the X-MP and the Y-MP
are different, you must then add an option to your
segldr command to specify that your program must
use the libraries that have been compiled in
"cray-xmp" mode. All libraries compiled in "cray-
xmp" mode reside in the "/xlib" subdirectories
demonstrated below. To compile, load, and run a
program on a file named "prog.f" that does not access
any local libraries, you could do it with cft as follows:

cft -C cray-xmp prog.f
segldr prog.o -L /lib/xlib,/usr/lib/xlib
a.out

However, if you use the CFT77 compiler, your
command lines are much simpler:

cft77 prog.f
segldr prog.o
a.out

Keep in mind that when you use CFT77, your
executable code should run faster, and your job
therefore requires fewer GAUs than the executable
produced by CFT.

When your "prog.f" program needs to access the local
NCAR libraries for NCAR Graphics, the commands
you would use with cft are:

cft -C cray-xmp prog.f
segldr prog.o \

-L /lib/xlib,/usr/lib/xlib,/usr/local/lib/xlib \
-1 ncarg,ncarg_gks,ncarg_loc

a.out

[Editor's note: The \ (backslash) followed by
RETURN in a command line is a standard UNIX
method that allows you to continue the command on
the next line.]

In contrast, the commands you would use with cft77
in this same situation are:

cft77 prog.f
segldr prog.o \

-L /lib,/usr/lib,/usr/local/lib \
-1 ncarg,ncarg_gks,ncarg_loc

a.out

You might think that the extra effort needed to use cft
is not too much of a nuisance for you, especially since
you can store the commands in a shell script and
avoid typing them each time you submit your job.
Please keep in mind, however, the points that have
just been made: Cray Research support for CFT is
decreasing, CFT77 produces superior executable code
that uses fewer GAUs to run, the CF77 compiling
system uses the CFT77 compiler, and the code
produced by CFT77 makes best use of the Y-MP
architecture.

Memory allocation differences

You need to consider one more important difference
between these two compilers on a large-memory
Y-MP such as shavano: CFT defaults to static
memory allocation and CFT77 defaults to stack
memory allocation. This distinction may be new to
you because both compilers default to static on the
CRAY X-MP running COS.

The only difference between the static and stack
schemes is how the compiler allocates memory to
local variables in subprograms. Local variables are the
variables that are defined and used within a
subprogram. They are not variables in the argument
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list, COMMON statements, DATA statements, or
SAVE statements.

Static memory allocation

The static scheme is straightforward, but it
monopolizes more memory during program execution.
Memory addresses are assigned to all program
variables-in the main program and in all
subprograms---while the program is being executed.
This may seem convenient for you as a user, but it
ties up more system memory and could increase the
number of GAUs charged to your job. It also means
that your code cannot be multitasked. Neither the
FORTRAN 77 nor the FORTRAN 90 standard
requires that data from subprogram local variables
stay in memory at all times, so the static memory
allocation scheme is not prescribed by a Fortran
standard.

Stack memory allocation

Although the stack memory allocation scheme may
require more attention from the programmer, it uses
less system memory. With stack allocation, memory
addresses are assigned to variables in the main
program, and local variables for subprograms are
stored in a changing "stack" of memory addresses
above the variables for the main program. If the next
subprogram that runs is lower in the program's calling
tree, the system stores its variables in the memory
stack above the variables for the subprogram that
called it.

However, if the next subprogram that runs is higher in
the calling tree than the preceding subprogram, the
system overwrites the older variables with the
variables for the new subprogram. So the only local
variables that are secure in the stack are those used by
a routine that is higher in the calling tree than the
current routine. This means you cannot always expect
local variables to have the same values after you exit
a subprogram and then enter it again later. If your
program assumes that the subroutine variables in
memory have not changed, it can produce incorrect
results under the stack memory allocation scheme.

SCD recommends that you modify your programs to
use stack-based memory allocation. Your code will
then be able to take advantage of autotasking as well
as future developments in the CF77 compiling system.

Summary

The move to CFT77 requires a different philosophy of
code execution. Many users compile and load their
entire code each time they run it--even if they've
made no code changes or only minor changes. But it
is possible, once you've compiled and loaded, to save
the executable image on the MSS. That way, when
you have to analyze new data, you can simply get the
executable and run the code, skipping the compiling
and loading steps.

To do that, you'll need to break huge codes into
modular parts, and use UNICOS tools such as make
so you only have to recompile the module to which
you made your changes. Or you can insert new
information as parameter values instead of altering the
code.

In terms of cost, CFT77's bigger compiler does take
more time and memory and you'll have to pay for it
up front once, big time. Where you'll save is in
rerunning the executable over and over, and not
having to recompile or only recompiling modules that
have changed. That's where CFT77 will really shine.

But users who stay with a "compile, load, and go"
methodology will never get the benefit of CFT77;
they'll always be paying more than they were paying
before.

To apply this article's recommendations in your plans
for computing at NCAR, you can:

* compile your codes with CFT77 or CF77,

* compensate for CFT77's extra compiling time by
using make and performing fewer subprogram
compiles (see "Managing programs with make" on
page 25 of the July-August issue of SCD Computing
News), and
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* avoid compiling your programs more than necessary maintains that this effort will produce numerous
by saving your debugged executable programs and advantages for the computational aspects of your
rerunning them later when you have new data to science.
process.

Sally Haerer is head of the Consulting Office in the SCD
SCD recognizes that your conversion to UNICOS and User Services Section; Brian Bevirt is a writer/editor in the
to the Y-MP architecture requires you to spend a Documentation Group within the SCD User Services
significant amount of time and effort. SCD also Section.

Software libraries under UNICOS

by Dick Valent and Rebecca Cesar

Some software library changes are required for
supercomputing with UNICOS. The Software
Libraries Group (SLG) supports libraries at NCAR in
a way that Cray Research recommends: by using

CFT77, bid, and make. In addition, SLG strives to
support libraries and library versions that are
compatible with other UNICOS sites.

Here is a chart of the libraries being supported by
SLG:

Libraries commonly used under UNICOS

UNICOS COS
Name Name Description

ALFPACK
AMOSLIB
CRYFSH
ECMFFT
EDA
EISPACK
FFTPACK
FISHPAK
FITPACK
FUNPACK
IMSLCNV

IMSLIB
IMSLIB
IMSLIB
N/A
LINPACK
MINPACK
MUDPACK
NAG

Associated Legendre polynomials
Special functions
Vectorized fishpak (crayfishpak)
Multiple fast Fourier transform package
Exploratory data analysis
Eigen analysis
Fast Fourier transforms
Separable elliptical partial differential equation solvers
Curve and surface fitting
Special functions
Routines for interfacing IMSL Edition 9.2 to IMSL

Edition 10.0
IMSL math library
IMSL special functions
IMSL statistical library
Parallel and vectorized linear algebra package
Linear equation solvers
Non-linear equation solvers
Elliptical partial differential equation solvers
General math and statistics library
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alfpack
amoslib
crayfish
ecmfft
eda

fftpack
fishpak
fitpack
funpack
imslcnv

imslma
imslsf
imslst
lapack
*

minpack
mudpack
nag
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COS
Name Description

GGLNCAR
GKSNCAR
$NCARLB

$NCARLB
$NCARLB
N/A
N/A

ODEPACK

$SCILIB
SLATEC
SPHPACK
SSDLIN
STARPAC

NCAR Graphics utilities
NCAR Graphics GKS package
Local NCAR Graphics low-level routines (including

GBYTES and SBYTES)
Local (NCAR) math routines
Local (NCAR) Cray I/O routines
Local (NCAR) UNICOS extensions
Interfaces for exchange of data in a common network

format
Solvers for ordinary differential equations-initial

value problems
Cray-optimized, single-precision mathematics
General math library (non-proprietary)
Spherical harmonics solvers (spherepack)
Out-of-core linear solvers using the CRAY SSD
Time series, regression solvers (statistical analysis)

* These libraries are included in sci, a Cray-optimized, single-precision library.

Note: ITPACK and PORT are not included in this table because they will not be
supported on UNICOS.

New linear algebra library

The newest software library is lapack, a portable
linear algebra software package. Based on linpack and
eispack and containing much of the same
functionality, lapack is designed for efficient operation
on parallel and vector architectures. It provides
routines that take advantage of the vector architecture
available in CRAY X-MP and Y-MP computers in
three ways. First, lapack algorithms call the Level 3
Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS), each of
which performs matrix-matrix operations. Second,
lapack contains new parallel algorithms for various
eigenvalue problems. Third, it provides new accurate
algorithms for linear systems, certain symmetric
eigenproblems, and the singular value decomposition.
It is explicitly designed for multitasking with up to 20
processors.

You can find out more about lapack with the software
and documentation available through the dsl utility.
Documentation for dsl is available within the dsl
utility on the SCD computer named bierstadt.ucar.edu;
you can log on as "dsl" and use "software" as the
password. Instructions for accessing dsl also appear in
the new UserDoc "Distributed Software Libraries,"
Version 1.2, August 1990. To obtain copies of SCD
documents, see "SCD Documentation Orders" on the
back cover of this newsletter.

Other vectorized libraries

In addition to lapack, other vectorized libraries
include mudpack and crayfishpak. These can be used
to effectively replace the older, nonvectorized
libraries. Vectorized software speeds program
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UNICOS
Name

ncarg
ncarg_gks
ncarg_loc

ncarm

ncaro
ncaru

netcdf

odepack

sci
slatec
sphere
ssdlin
starpac
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execution by 10 to 20 times and helps in your
multitasking efforts.

Library name changes

The International Mathematical and Statistical Library
(IMSL) has been reorganized for use under UNICOS.
IMSL has been separated into three libraries:
* imslma for general-purpose math,
* imslsf for special functions, and
* imslst for statistics.

Another old library, $NCARLB, has been reorganized
into four separate libraries: ncarm, ncaro, ncaru, and
oldsrc. The ncarm library contains the math packages,
ncaro contains the input/output packages, and ncaru
contains UNICOS packages (included in the ncaru
package is IEXEC-the Fortran interface with the
UNICOS shell). The oldsrc (or "old source") library is
a collection of packages from $NCARLB that didn't
fit into the other three categories. The oldsrc library is
available only as source code. If you are still using a
routine from oldsrc, please contact SLG for help
finding a newer, faster, or more reliable routine. This
reorganization of $NCARLB makes source and binary
codes easier to locate; it also follows the UNIX
philosophy for software libraries: more and smaller.

To contact SLG, send e-mail to Adrianne Middleton-
Link (adrianne@ncar.ucar.edu) or Dick Valent
(valent@ncar.ucar.edu).

Discontinued libraries

The PORT library was discontinued due to
redundancies with other libraries. SLG recommends
that you begin using imslma, slatec, and nag instead.
Another old library, ITPACK, was also discontinued.

Documentation

Even though you can obtain software library
documentation from dsl, this utility cannot contain all
the information you might need. Additional
information is available from other user
documentation. Therefore, please obtain SCD's User
Documentation Catalog to see what other
documentation is available and find the ordering
instructions. Most of this documentation can be
purchased for a nominal cost. The catalog currently
lists the addresses where you can order the necessary
documentation for imsl, nag, fitpack, eispack, linpack,
and other libraries. [Editor's note: The most recent
User Documentation Catalog is available via
anonymous FTP on the SCD computer named
windom.ucar.edu; the pathname is
"/docs/userdoc.catalog" .]

Hints for accessing and using libraries

Finally, remember these points for accessing and
using NCAR's software libraries:

* use CFT77 and segldr, or use CF77,

* use binary libraries instead of recompiling,

* maintain your own binaries (with bid and make),

* use Cray's sci library when possible,

* use vectorized libraries when possible,

* use imsl and nag if you don't need to port your
application to another site, and

* use slatec if porting to other sites is an issue.

Dick Valent is head of the Software Libraries Group in the
SCD User Services Section; Rebecca Cesar is a writer/
editor in the Documentation Group within the SCD User
Services Section.
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How to drop shavano jobs

by Sally Haerer and Brian Bevirt

You can drop batch jobs submitted to shavano's
Network Queuing System (NQS) that are waiting
in a queue or that are in execution. You can also
drop interactive shavano jobs that are running as a
background process.

Dropping NQS jobs

Before you can drop an NQS job, you must know
the request identifier that the system has assigned
to it. To determine this identifier number, type:

qstat -a

Your screen displays a table of the jobs submitted
from your logon id that are currently queued or
running on shavano. Use the information in this
status display to determine which line references
the job you want to drop. The request identifier
appears first on the line as a number followed by
".shavano". For requestid in the following qdel
commands, you only need to use the number
portion; the ".shavano" portion is not required.

If the job is still in a queue, drop it by typing:

qdel request_id

If the job is already running, you must use the -k
option (kill execution) with the qdel command to
drop the job:

qdel -k request_id

Dropping interactive jobs

To drop an interactive job that is running as a
foreground process on shavano, here is the most

common terminal setting to interrupt and kill a
running process:

CONTROL-c

Before you can drop an interactive shavano job
that is running as a background process, you must
know the process identifier (PID) that the system
has assigned to your job. To determine the PID
number, type:

ps

Your screen displays a table of the commands
submitted from your logon id that are currently
being executed on shavano. Find the command
you want to drop and note the PID associated
with it. To drop the job, type:

kill PID

If you have numerous commands executing on
shavano when you enter the ps command,
remember that shavano assigns PIDs in ascending
order. Since lower PIDs indicate commands that
were submitted earlier, this can help you decide
which PID to kill.

If you are executing a shell script on shavano, you
can kill the PID for the top-level shell command
to stop all processes that are running under it. If
you are executing a series of commands in a
pipeline, you can kill the PID for any of these
commands to stop all of the commands in the
pipeline.

Sally Haerer is head of the Consulting Office in the
SCD User Services Section. Brian Bevirt is a writer/
editor in the Documentation Group within the SCD
User Services Section.

Sample start-up scripts available
on shavano

SCD provides sample start-up scripts that you
may want to copy, modify, and use to customize
the way your shells start running on shavano.
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These files are in the "/usr/skel" subdirectory-the
name "skel" stands for "skeleton files." The
".login" file sets up your terminal characteristics
and the types of messages you want displayed
each time you log on to shavano using the C
shell. The ".cshrc" file is executed each time you
start a C shell-including when you log in; the
commands in this file set aliases and the names of
shell variables. The ".profile" file controls the
start-up of all Bourne shells; the commands in this
file are executed every time a Bourne shell starts
running-including when you log in.

It is important to keep the commands in these
start-up scripts to the bare essentials. If these
scripts contain too many commands, they can
affect how long your jobs run. These scripts
should never produce output because many shells
are started when there is no device to which you
can write.

When you acquire an account on shavano, SCD
establishes the current versions of these files in
your home directory for you. SCD provides the
".login", ".cshrc", and ".profile" files in the "skel"
subdirectory so you can upgrade to the latest
versions as the shavano configuration and your
requirements change. Watch the online Daily
Bulletin for announcements about particular
changes and improvements.

Please feel free to adapt these files to your own
purposes by copying and customizing them, but
be sure to retain the shavano-specific items. For
security reasons, be sure to use the chmod
command to set permissions so that these files can
only be written and read by you. See the NCAR
UNICOS Primer or the online man page for more
information about using chmod to set file
permissions. To obtain copies of SCD documents,
see "SCD Documentation Orders" on the back
cover of this newsletter.

For more information

The "skel" subdirectory also contains README
files that provide more information about the
sample files. You may also review the article

titled "Example shavano files available online" on
page 24 of the July/August 1990 issue of SCD
Computing News. If you have questions about
customizing or using these files, please contact an
SCD consultant using the information on the back
cover of this newsletter.

Sample NQS scripts available on
shavano

SCD provides sample NQS scripts that you may
want to copy, modify, and use to submit batch
jobs to shavano. These files are in the "/usr/skel"
subdirectory--the name "skel" stands for
"skeleton files." The C shell script file is named
"cshell.nqs", and the Bourne shell script file is
named "bourne.nqs".

These files are basic outlines. Their primary
purpose is to demonstrate useful approaches to
designing job submittal scripts. They are not
intended as finished scripts; you will need to
adapt them to your own purposes by copying and
customizing them. By examining them closely,
you can learn how scripts simplify the process of
submitting batch jobs.

As shavano's configuration changes, SCD User
Services staff will modify these files and place the
latest versions in the "skel" subdirectory. Watch
the online Daily Bulletin for announcements about
particular changes and improvements.

For more information

The "skel" subdirectory also contains README
files that provide more information about these
sample files. You may also review the article
titled "Example shavano files available online" on
page 24 of the July/August 1990 issue of SCD
Computing News. If you have questions about
customizing or using these files, please contact an
SCD consultant using the information on the back
cover of this newsletter.
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D1 node for Dicomed film
recorder being discontinued

by Susan Smith

On October 1, you will no longer be able to
DISPOSE or otherwise transfer files to the D1
node on the MASnet. The Dicomed Online
Operating System (DOOS) at the D1 node accepts
only metafiles produced by the pre-GKS version
of NCAR Graphics. This version of NCAR
Graphics is not available on the CRAY Y-MP
8/864 (shavano).

After September 30, you must convert your code
to produce one of the file formats accepted by the
Text and Graphics System (TAGS).

The SCD UserDoc titled "Converting Pre-GKS
NCAR Graphics to NCAR Graphics, Version
3.00" provides step-by-step instructions for
converting NSPP-based code to FORTRAN 77
GKS-based code, as well as an example of one
complete conversion. (NSPP stands for the NCAR
System Plot Package.)

If you have pre-CGM metafiles that do not need
to be regenerated, you may use the TOGCM
utility to automatically convert pre-CGM
metafiles to NCAR CGM metafiles. The TOGCM
utility is available on the CRAY X-MP/48
computer. See page 18 of the December 1989
issue of SCD Computing News for instructions on
using TOGCM.

Susan Smith is a user support specialist for the SCD
User Services Section.

New IP address for
windom.ucar.edu

On September 15-16, 1990, the computer
windom.ucar.edu was upgraded from a Sun-3/280
to a Sun-4/490 system; it now has a new Internet
Protocol (IP) address:

192.43.244.2

This computer supports the Internet Remote Job
Entry (IRJE) system and a widely used
anonymous FTP service.

If you are an IRJE user, you must inform your
local system administrator of this new IP address
or you may not be able to reach windom. In
addition, if you use the IP address to access
windom for anonymous FTP, you also need to
note this new address.

Other than improving performance, this change
should not affect any of the other operations you
perform on windom.

How to log on to shavano via an
asynchronous communication
service

by Brian Bevirt

You can access shavano through one of four
asynchronous services: Telenet, direct-dial, In-
WATS, or direct connection to the Private
Automatic Computer Exchange (PACX). Each of
these access methods connects you to the PACX,
from which you can log on to shavano. You can
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use any of these methods for interactive access,
but SCD recommends that you use interactive
computing on shavano for short jobs such as:
* debugging a program,
* viewing interactive graphics,
* checking job status, or
* deleting a job.

You can also log on to shavano to submit batch
jobs.

This article contains the procedures for using
these asynchronous access methods.

Telenet access

NCAR leases time from Telenet so users at
remote sites can access the NCAR computing
facility. Telenet is a public network
interconnecting users' computers with NCAR via
modems and phone lines. The Telenet system
provides users with either a local phone number
or a WATS number that operates with 300-,
1200-, or 2400-bit-per-second (bps) modems. The
following procedure allows you to log on to
shavano via NCAR's PACX:

Step 1

Establish a connection with the Telenet service.

Step 2

Specify the transmission rate of your modem for
the Telenet service.

Step 3

Specify the Telenet terminal identifier.

Step 4

Establish your connection to one of the two
PACX channels.

Step 5

Specify the PACX code for Telenet access to
shavano.

Step 6

Enter the preliminary password required for
access to shavano.

Dial your local Telenet number, complying with
the guidelines for your modem.

At the "CONNECT" message, type:
RETURN RETURN (300- or 1200-bps

modem)
Or--

@ RETURN (2400-bps modem)

At the "TERMINAL=" prompt, type
RETURN

At the "@" prompt, type
3037.50

Or-

3038.50

At the "Enter class:" prompt, type:
tsh

At the "Enter password:" prompt, type
password

(You may call the SCD User Information line at
(303) 497-1225 to obtain the current password.)
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Step 7

Log on to shavano. At the "login:" prompt, type your
logon_id

At the "Password:" prompt, type your
password

Direct-dial access

You can access the PACX by dialing one of its
local telephone numbers. Different numbers are
provided for modems that operate at different

Step 1

Establish a connection with the PACX.

Step 2

Specify the PACX code for direct-dial access to
shavano.

Step 3

Enter the preliminary password required for
access to shavano.

Step 4
Log on to shavano.

transmission rates. To obtain the appropriate
telephone number for your modem, call the SCD
User Information line at (303) 497-1225.

Dial the appropriate PACX number, complying
with the guidelines for your modem.

At the "Enter class:" prompt, type:
sh

At the "Enter password:" prompt, type
password

(You may call the SCD User Information line at
(303) 497-1225 to obtain the current password.)

At the "login:" prompt, type your
logon_id

At the "Password:" prompt, type your
password

In-WATS access

In-WATS, which stands for Incoming Wide Area
Telecommunications Service, is a 1-800 telephone
number to the PACX for users with Microcom

Step 1

Establish a connection with the PACX.

Step 2

Confirm the transmission rate of your modem.

9600-bps modems. If you need to obtain the
1-800 number, call the SCD User Information line
at (303) 497-1225.

Dial the appropriate 1-800 number, complying
with the guidelines for your modem.

At the "CONNECT 9600/REL" message, type:
RETURN
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Step 3

Specify the PACX code for In-WATS access to
shavano.

Step 4

Enter the preliminary password required for
access to shavano.

Step 5

Log on to shavano.

At the "Enter class:" prompt, type:
msh

At the "Enter password:" prompt, type
password

(You may call the SCD User Information line at
(303) 497-1225 to obtain the current password.)

At the "login:" prompt, type your
logon_id

At the "Password:" prompt, type your
password

Direct PACX connection

Some users at NCAR have a cable connection to
the PACX in their offices. These users can follow
this procedure to log on to shavano.

Step 1

Establish a connection with the PACX.

Step 2

Specify the PACX code for shavano.

Step 3

Enter the preliminary password required for
access to shavano.

Step 4

Log on to shavano.

The procedure depends on your computer and the
terminal emulation software you use. Consult your
system administrator for instructions.

At the "Enter class:" prompt, type:
sh

At the "Enter password:" prompt, type
password

(You may call the SCD User Information line at
(303) 497-1225 to obtain the current password.)

At the "login:" prompt, type your
logon_id

At the "Password:" prompt, type your
password

Brian Bevirt is a writer/editor in the Documentation Group within the SCD User Services Section.
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Using e-mail from shavano

You can send electronic mail from shavano, but
you should not send e-mail to a user at shavano
because shavano will not receive mail. The E-mail
Query/Change utility (EQC) does not allow you to
establish an e-mail address on shavano. Providing
mail service on shavano would be a waste of
supercomputing resources.

When you are logged on to your shavano account,
you can send e-mail with the same method you
use on any UNIX computer-just remember that
sending e-mail from shavano will use up some of
your allocated GAUS. And if you need to send
e-mail to another shavano user, use the address:

logon_id@ncar.ucar.edu

All shavano users are registered in the EQC, and
the computer ncar.ucar.edu forwards the mail to
the address that the user has registered in the
EQC. If you want to change your e-mail address,
see the instructions on page 8 of the May 1990
SCD Computing News.

NTS

Proper file format for CMS users
submitting jobs to shavano

by Tom Parker

If you are a CMS user who submits jobs to the
CRAY Y-MP8/864 computer (shavano) via the
SHJOB command, please make sure the job file is
in variable-length (V) format rather than fixed-
length (F) format. This is especially important if
your job contains a UNICOS "here" document,
since a fixed-format file with a "here" document
will get the error: "<< terminator not found".

You can determine if your file is fixed-length or
variable-length in one of several ways:

* if you are using full-screen XEDIT, the top line
of the screen indicates F or V,

* if you are using FLIST, there is an F or V
indication in column 4 for each file, and

* you can also use the following LISTFILE
command:

LISTFILE filename filetype filemode (LABEL

Change your job file to variable-length
format

If you determine that your file is F, you can
change it to V by using the MAKEV command:

MAKEV filename filetype filemode

Note that you can even run MAKEV with a file
that is already V, without any harmful effects. V
files have the additional advantage of taking up
less space on your minidisk. (If you ever need to
reverse the process, you can change a V file to an
F file via the MAKEF command).

For more information, type:

HELP MAKEV

Tom Parker is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.

This column lists recently released SCD
documents. You may order these documents by
telephone or electronic mail. The instructions for
obtaining copies of SCD documents appear under
"SCD Documentation Orders" on the back cover
of this newsletter. SCD has recently released the
following document:
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Distributed Software Libraries
(dsl) updated

"Distributed Software Libraries," Version 1.2,
August 1990 (18 pages) explains how to use the
dsl utility to access most of NCAR's public
domain software libraries, search for subprograms
to solve your mathematical problems, and return

the appropriate software or documentation to your
home computer anywhere on the Internet. This
document includes examples and a list of
available commands. It is also available online
under the dsl utility's help menu. The updated
UserDoc covers changes made to the find utility
and the man command; this document also
describes new functions added to the get and
mget commands.
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM
O Add to mailing list -l Delete from mailing list [7 Change existing entry

Name:

New address:

User number Phone number

Send to: User Information, Scientific Computing Division, NCAR, P.O. Box 3000,
Boulder, CO 80307-3000.

Trademarks: CRAY, SSD, and UNICOS are registered trademarks, and CFT, CFT77, COS, and CRAY X-MP are trademarks of Cray Research,
Inc. DEC and VAX are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. HYPERchannel is aregistered trademark of Network Systems Corp. IBM
is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc. Microsoft is a registered trademark
of Microsoft Corp.; PageMaker is a registered trademark of Aldus Corp.; PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc.;
CRAYFISHPAK is a trademark of Green Mountain Software; and UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. Reference to a company or product
name does not imply approval or recommendation of that company or product to the exclusion of others.



SCD SERVICES DIRECTORY

SENDING ELECTRONIC MAIL TO NCAR STAFF: Using the address names listed in the e-mail column
above, please consult the appropriate information given below based on the network you are using:

" Internet address: name@ncar.ucar.edu (IP node 128.117.64.4)
Examples:

SCD IBM 4381 (CMS): note consultl at ncar.ucar.edu
UNIX: mail consultl@ncar.ucar.edu

" BITNET users: To send e-mail to NCAR staff, use the Internet address given above. Please
consult your system administrator for the exact syntax.

" SPAN address: NSFGW::"name@ncar.ucar.edu" (DECNET node 9580 or 9.364)
" Telemail/OMNET address: name@ncar.ucar.edu (for the Internet address)

For further information on e-mail, please see the UserDoc, "Using the NCAR E-mail System."
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